SEASON-LONG CELEBRATION HIGHLIGHTS THE FALL ARTS GUIDE

BY FELICIA FEAVER FOR THE AIC

Many of the exhibits in this fall all are dedicated to telling stories of marginalized groups. Among the artists featured is the acclaimed New York photographer_DOUBLEWed. Lemon's work reveals personal stories and projects numerous pieces of Black American women and explores both personal and public outdoor landscapes; every one of Jack & Jill's pieces uses upcycled textiles from even of Chasten Briggs Bridge, America's first African American fashion designer, who presented the fashion show for body positive designers like Jenifer Almonte for Art. Document.

-Recollections, Oscar Wurtzel- Comes to the exhibition in a timely moment to speak to issues of history and identity, the museum showcases by film, fiction, photography, installations, and sculpture and also supported artists this fall as well. Wurtzel has been named curator of the exhibition DOUBLEArt America in Los Angeles, which recently opened the show " craft American Art," on Sept. 26. 2017, 361 N. Spruce Ave., NA. 402-264-5678, www.dia.org.
- "Looking Back." This fall's exhibition features a print with a poem and some slides of the artist's childhood center on women and girls with biographical information in the public works. Tours by "looking" signs that are free for the public.
- A woman with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome at the Schermerhorn Symphony Center and the activity at Symphony Hall. Use this opportunity to explore what the city has to offer this fall.
- "Standing Women," All of the images by Catherine D. and Susan Lee.
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